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Ht Pos Yr

The Unofficial Gameday Newsletter of the Spectrum

Bueno Mania Stikes Utah State Campus.

“Change will not come if we wait for some solutely. Is he the superlative chef, the champion
other person, or if we wait for some other time.” luchador, the latin pop sensation? Yes. Yes he is.
2 Daniel Bejarano
6’4 G
JR
--Barack Obama
Is he the world’s most delicious beverage, the
3 Marcus Holt
6’10 F-C
JR
Many people have believed these words. And ultimate snowboard halfpipe trick, and a dance
yes, the concept above has spurred many peo- so fierce and passionate that it requires both
4 John Gillon
6’0 G
SO
ple into action to create a better world, and ad- participants to have their legs amputated after
5 Jon Octeus
6’4 G
JR
vance themselves. But, at its core, this concept is performing it? Si. Is he also the power that grants
10 Joe De Ciman
6’4 G
SO
flawed; a glaring error echoing through its time- those dancers the ability to regrow legs to dance
less words. We here at the Bangarang realized again? You already know.
12 Carlton Hurst
6’3 G
FR
the error in our ways immediately upon discovWill he see any time in this game without our
13 Mike Burnett
6’2 G
SO
ering the existence of one “Enrico Bueno.” He is undying support? No, and we shudder to think of
15 Gerson Santo
6’9 F
SR
the person we’ve been waiting for, even though that.
we’re not sure as to why we’re waiting. He’s also
Coaches and team leaders in the CSU Ram
20 Enrico Bueno
6’4 G
FR
the time we’ve been waiting for, even though he’s community - please heed this message from our
22 Stanton Kidd
6’7 F
SR
a person, and not time itself. Or is he? Maybe. All hearts to your ears: let Enrico Bueno live. Let him
we know, all we can be sure of right now, is this: play.
25 Dantiel Daniels
6’5 F
JR
Enrico Bueno.
We must throw our weight behind him. If any
30 Josh Morgan
6’2 G
JR
According to his bio on the CSU basketball player on the court tonight is NOT The Enrico
31 J.J. Avila
6’7 F
JR
webpage, The Enrico Bueno was born and raised Bueno, let them know they can’t live up to his
in Brazil, playing for their national basketball pro- majestic majesty. If Coach Eustachy doesn’t dare
33 Dwight Smith
6’4 G
JR
gram before getting recruited to the Rams. The to play The Enrico Bueno, let him know that his
34 David Cohn
6’2 G
FR
Bangarang staff does not believe in such talk as choice has made the world a less happy place.
Head Coach: Larry Eustacy
this. No single country can claim the glory that is And if The Enrico Bueno didn’t travel with their
The Enrico Bueno. No single university can claim team, remember, The Enrico Bueno dwells in all
the honor that is his attendance. The Enrico Bue- of our hearts, the lobes of our lungs, parts of our
In All Honesty: A game preview
no exists for all of us. The Enrico Bueno lives in all livers, sometimes in the kidneys and, if you’re the
Colorado State comes to the Spectrum doing ex- of us. Enrico Bueno Enrico Bueno Enrico Bueno.
luckiest of lucky, your eye moles as well. Never
actly what everyone thought they would do. They
Also, he has an eye mole. Who does that? We’ll let the future, the befallen or the world itself forhave been beating the teams they should and losing tell you who. The Enrico Bueno does that.
get Buenomania and what it has done for all of us.
to the teams they should be losing to. The Rams are
Is The Enrico Bueno the greatest action hero From now to eternity to decree that The Enrico
led by a trio of juniors in Avila, Bejarano and Octeus. of all time? Probably. Is he the most amazing will never Bueno in vain.
These three lead the team in nearly every statistical plumber you will ever meet? Definately. Will he
Remember the Bueno. Remember Enrico. Encategory. They can stretch the floor with their shoot- mow your lawn and keep your hedges trimmed rico Bueno.
ing and Bejarano and Octeus are deceptively quick. by himself better than any team of 30 would? AbThis one will be close ladies and gents. However,
when that happens, we give the edge to the home “THE BANT” - The “God must exist because He gave us these names” Edition
team. Aggies by four and we witness a little SpecWe have no words. Just none. This is, without fear
“Who’s playing at forward?” “Ya know, That Stanton
trum Magic along the way.
of hyperbole, the most WTF-named roster in the his- Kidd…” Classic.
Missed any issues of The Bangarang?
tory of college basketball. ThuTo describe it would
Dantiel Daniels - This one is simple. Take the “t”
from his name. That’s right, without the t his name is
You can find all our issues at USUStats.com/Ban- simply dissolve the sanctity of just how balls-ridiculous these names are. s, in a move as bold as
Daniel Daniels. This guys is an Austin Powers movie
garang Tweet us @USUbangarang for praise you
Larry Eustachy’s forehead is large, we’ve decided to in the flesh.
don’t mind others seeing. Email usubangarang@
double up inductions for this issue only, and with no
Joe De Ciman - Say it fast. Say it faster. Keep gogmail.com for the rest. Please let us know what
shame.You’ve more than earned it, Rams.
ing.Yeah, we know. Judge us for having dirty minds,
you think!
HONORABLE MENTIONS but the proof is in the back-of-jersey pudding.
Quickies: Insert “Joe De Ciman” Joke here
Daniel Bejarano (because every time we try
WARNING - Before we get to the final inductee
-CSU’s team motto is “Team Together.” This is bad. Like… BYU bad.
we count a different number of syllables), Gerson
we must reassure you.Yes, this is his name. We are
-The Bangarang staff is looking for a cartoonist to assist in an upcoming Santo (because… Gerson? Just… Gerson? We’re not absolutely serious.
series titled “The Fro and The Flat-top.” Let us know if you would like
even sure where to take this), Jon Octeus (we’re not
Enrico Bueno - So far, no question, the BANT
to help.
even close to making fun of this one. It’s honestly
inductee of the season. It goes like this. Take the
-Seriously? “Team Together”?? “Team” is NOT a verb! That makes way awesome. Like, “Gladiator: The Animated Series”
Jamie Kennedy film “Malibu’s Most Wanted” and
not grammar sense.
awesome)
substitute in a Southern california roadside Vato and
BANT INDUCTEES that film immediately evolves into “Enrico Bueno.”
Thanks again to Square One
Stanton Kidd - Really quick, anyone else picture
If you feel the need to be brave and throw up some
Printing for helping make The
“You’re no bueno” cheers (or even get extra creBangarang happen! Check them this guy in a pinstripe button up with a bow tie and
ative with some “yo soy malo” action) you go right
out at Squareoneprinting.com, bowler hat? Anyone? It can’t just be us. Also, it’s
visit at 630 W, 200 N in Logan, or impossible to say this name without the word “That” ahead and do that.
slapped right before it. It just slips off the tongue.
call 435.753.8875

The Boo Box - Because everyone deserves to be heckled.

Larry Eustachy- Former USU coach. We usually love to hate on the opposing team’s
coach, but this guy actually did quite a bit for Aggie basketball. Give him some love. Then give
him the some riffing.
#31 J.J. Avila- Leads the team in ppg. Also leads the team in pictures of big (and we mean
big) girls in their underwear on a twitter profile. @ NotLilJay. Seriously. Check it out.
#2 Daniel Bejarano- We estimate that 78% of his tweets are inspirational thoughts he stole
straight off Pinterest.
#5 Jon Octeus- A communications major that wants to “do anything that has to do with
money” for a career. We’re not sure he understands what he’s doing at college, or if he actually
wants to have money, or just do something that has to do with it, but his name is almost a
Spiderman villain so that’s cool.

#10 Joe De Ciman- Okay, for our own good we probably shouldn’t chant his last name at
any point during the game. We tried for several hours to come up with any way to actually write
a joke that wouldn’t estrange our ‘young mothers between 25-40’ demographic. It didn’t work.
Screw it, just point out where he is all night. Ciman on the court. Ciman on the bench. Ciman
everywhere.
#12 Carlton Hurst- We shouldn’t have to say this, but we will. If this guy shoots free throws
on our end of the floor, EVERYONE does the Carlton dance from Fresh Prince of Bel-Air.
#30 Josh Morgan- This guy will be our buddy for the night. He’ll sit more than Professor X.
Compliment him about absolutely everything. Heaven knows he’s not getting any confidence
from the CSU coaching staff.

The Bangarang is an independent and satirical publication run and paid for by students of Utah State University. For the sake of parody, satire, and laughter, the writings in this newsletter
may not be entirely factual, and in some cases blatantly untrue. This publication is not associated with or authorized by Intercollegiate Athletics, Utah State University, the Mountain West
Conference, or the NCAA. The thoughts expressed in this publication do not reflect those of the entities aforementioned. All logos and trademarks in this newsletter are the property of their
respective owner(s). If for any reason you are offended by what we write, please lighten up and realize that it is ok to laugh at, heckle, and emotionally psych out our competition through the
same creative means that have been used for years. If lightening up is too much to ask, then please simply don’t read what we publish. Please send comments, complaints, suggestions, or offers
for lucrative and very easy employment opportunities to USUbangarang@gmail.com.

